
NBrowse Instructions:  

NBrowse is an interactive Java-based browser that has been customized to use the CSI 

framework to display the functional connections between C. elegans essential genes 

identified by the high-content gonad morphology (Green et al., this submission) and 

embryo-filming (Sonnichsen et al., 2005) datasets.  The connections identified by each 

dataset are displayed in different (user controlled) colors.  The CSI thresholds can also be 

independently adjusted for each dataset.  NBrowse also includes options that allow the user 

to overlay connections based on prior Expression Correlation, Protein-Protein Interaction, 

and Genetic Interaction datasets.   

Below we provide instructions for two possible entry points to NBrowse: 

To view the entire network, follow the first set of instructions below (A).  This will load 

a preset view of the integrated network of functional connections based on the embryo and 

gonad data (analogous to the view in Green et al., Fig. 6C).  This view is comprehensive, 

but the file is large and takes about 10 minutes to load.  In addition, the high density of 

genes/connections may obscure the region of interest. 

To view a specific region of the network, we recommend following the second set of 

instructions below (B).  This will load a limited region of the network centered on a single 

gene or pair of genes of interest.  In this mode, NBrowse displays a “matrix” view consisting 

of the user-specified query genes and their direct neighbors, as well as all existing links 

between any of the neighbor genes. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

*** To use NBrowse, your computer must have Java release 1.6.0.17 or higher *** 

To check which version of Java you are running, use the following link: 

http://www.javatester.org/version.html 

If you have more than one Java installed, you will need to select the appropriate version:  

- For Windows, go to Control PanelProgramsJava.  Click the “Java” tab and the 

“view” button will display a list of available Java versions to enable.  

-For Macs, running Java release 1.6.0.17 requires upgrading to OS X Snow 

Leopard.  To check which version of Java you are using,you will need to run “Java 

Preferences”, which can be found in Applications/Utilities. If you have more than one 

version of Java installed, make sure that Java6 appears as the first item in the list (it 

can be dragged to the top of the list). 

You can Download Java from: 

http://www.sun.com/getjava 

http://support.apple.com/downloads/ 

  

http://www.javatester.org/version.html
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http://support.apple.com/downloads/


A. LOAD THE ENTIRE NETWORK 

Follow these instructions to download and open a file in NBrowse that includes a preset 

view of the complete set of functional connections identified by the gonad and embryo data. 

NOTE: LOADING THE ENTIRE NETWORK MAY TAKE 10 MINUTES OR MORE. 

1.  Download the file NBrowse_entire_network from the link at the bottom of the following 
page: http://worm-srv3.mpi-cbg.de/phenobank_gonad/cgi-bin/NBrowseGreenPage.py  

2. Open a web browser and launch NBrowse by pasting the following URL link into your 
browser’s navigation bar: 

http://gnetbrowse.org/gonad.jnlp 

After the application has downloaded, an “Enter Password” window will appear.  Enter the 

password “phenotypes” and click on “OK” and wait for the graphical interface to open. 

3.  Go to FileOpen Session File and: 

a.  Click “Browse” to locate the NBrowse_entire_network file on your hard drive.   

i.  Click “Load”. 

ii.  WAIT for graphical interface to load – This will take several minutes. 

b.   When the session is loaded, the graph panel will be filled with genes and a “Session 

File Is Loaded” window will appear.  Click “OK”. 

Note:  the network of functional connections based on gonad and embryo data has been 

formatted and saved for optimal viewing together at CSI thresholds of 0.96 and higher.  

The CSI for the connections (edges) in both data sets can be independently adjusted 

using the “edge filter” (upper left hand corner) as described below (step 8)). 

4.  All of the nodes in the network will be selected (indicated by a red outline). 

a.  Click anywhere within the graph panel to deselect the nodes. 

5.  To find a particular gene in the network, enter the gene name (i.e. nmy-2) or Cosmid ID 

(F20G4.3) in the “Locate Gene” field in the top right corner of the NBrowse GUI (graphical 

user interface) and click the blue circle/white arrow adjacent to the text box.  Note that 

names are case-sensitive. 

a.  Your gene of interest should now be selected (outlined in red) in the graphical 

interface. If you can’t see it, there are several possibilities: 

i.  Your gene was not included in the selected screens. 

ii.  Your gene is not connected to any other genes at this CSI threshold (see step 10 

to lower threshold). 

iii.   You are too zoomed to see your gene (see next step). 

iv.   You entered the name incorrectly (e.g. Nmy-2, nmy2, F20G43, etc.).  Double-

check and try again. 

http://gnetbrowse.org/gonad.jnlp


6.  Zoom out to view the entire network.  

a.  Change the zoom by using the scroll wheel on your mouse OR by using the slider 

directly under the graphical interface. 

i.  Note that the gene name/number may obscure the overall view of network 

connections when zoomed out.  At any time, you can change the size of the 

nodes by repeatedly clicking on the increase/decrease labels tools in the right-

hand tool bar. 

7.  To navigate around the network, click, hold and drag the graphical region to center the 

area of interest in the field of view and zoom in/out of desired location. 

8.  Locate and select your node of interest and examine its local environment. 

a. Notice that information about the gene pops up in the “Info” window (bottom left 

corner).  

b.  You can also toggle on/off a pop-up window that appears when you scroll your 

mouse over a gene of interest.  To activate this feature, click on the question-mark 

button in the right hand tool bar. 

c. Functional connections are represented as lines that connect two “gene nodes”.  

Sometimes it is difficult to see where these lines terminate; however, if you place 

your mouse over the line, the two connected genes will become temporarily 

highlighted in red (may need to zoom out to find partner). 

d. If you click on this connecting line, the “Info” window will list the connected pair and 

provide information about the connection (i.e. CSI of connection = 0.97). 

e. This information can also be found in table format by clicking on the “edge table” 

button in the bottom left hand corner. 

f. Note that the nodes can be moved (click/hold/drag), which may make it easier to 

identify connections. 

g. Multiple nodes can be selected simultaneously by holding down shift while clicking 

(or dragging) your mouse. 

9.  You can select/deselect the datasets to be displayed using the “Edge Filter” (top left 

window).  For the Functional Connection-Gonad, Functional Connection-Embryo and 

Expression Correlation data you can also adjust the threshold CSI (Functional 

Embryo/Gonad data) or PCC (for Expression Correlation) required for a connection to be 

displayed.  Setting the slider to a value will display all connections with a CSI or PCC > the 

indicated value. 

a. The default load settings for this file are Functional Connection-Gonad CSI threshold 

= 0.96 and Functional Connection-Embryo CSI threshold = 0.96. You can look at 

either network alone, by simply un-checking the box corresponding to the dataset 

you want to disappear in the “edge filter” window.  To change the CSI/PCC threshold 



for a dataset use the slider bar, or type a value into the box (and hit Enter). You 

should see connections appear or disappear to adjust to the new value.  For 

example, if you lower CSI value for Functional Connection-Gonad below 0.96, 

additional connections (representing lower CSI connections) will appear.  

Conversely, if you raise the CSI value for Functional Connection-Gonad above 0.96, 

lower CSI connections will disappear. 

i. The network has been laid out to be optimally viewed at 0.96 or higher. Reducing 

the CSI threshold to less than 0.96 will add in nodes that will appear in somewhat 

non-specific locations. These nodes may need to be manually dragged closer to 

their connected partners for optimal viewing (alternatively, consider doing a “new 

search” (see the second set of instructions below) for your gene of interest. 

b. By checking the “Expression Correlation” box and/or the “Protein-Protein Interaction” 

box, you can determine whether functional connections are supported by protein-

protein interaction or expression correlation data. 

Note: The nodes that appear when these options are checked have not been laid 

out for optimal viewing with the “entire network” and may require manual 

manipulation to properly place them within the context of the network. 

This function is more useful when viewing a limited region of the network, pulled 

out based on a gene (or small group of genes) as described in the second set of 

instructions below, since both of these data sets have a “hairball”-like appearance 

when the entire network is loaded. 

You can check the “Multi-edge only” box at the top of the “Edge Filter” panel to 

limit this display to show only connections supported by more than one data set.  

WARNING – Clicking on the “layout” icon [which looks like a page with 3 nodes 

and appears above the red stop sign on the right-hand toolbar] will result in 

rearrangement of the entire network: i.e. any pre-loaded or manually manipulated 

positional changes will be lost.  This feature is quite useful at the beginning of any 

“new search”, but will disrupt the overall organization in the pre-formatted  “entire 

network” view.   

10.  To save a snapshot of the region in the graphical interface, go to FileExport Image 

and designate a resolution, format and location to save the file. 

11.  To save an NBrowse session go to FileSave Session file. This will take several 

minutes to save. A window will pop up when saving is completed.



B. LOAD A LIMITED REGION OF THE NETWORK 

Follow this set of instructions to load a region of the network centered on a gene (or 

small group of genes) of interest. 

1.  Open a web browser and launch NBrowse by pasting the following URL link into your 

browser’s navigation bar: 

http://gnetbrowse.org/gonad.jnlp 

After the application has downloaded, an “Enter Password” window will appear.  Enter the 

password “phenotypes” and click on “OK” and wait for the graphical interface to open. 

3.  In the “Search New Gene” field (top left-hand corner), type in the gene name (nmy-2) or 

Cosmid ID (F20G4.3).  You can also search for multiple genes at the same time by placing 

spaces in between the genes in the search box (i.e. tba-2 rho-1). Note that gene names are 

case-sensitive. 

a.  Click the green “GO” button and a “Loading data...” notice will appear in the top right-

hand corner of the NBrowse GUI (graphical user interface).  WAIT for the graph to 

load – This may take several minutes. 

4.  The gene(s) you searched for will be selected (indicated by a red outline). 

a.  Click anywhere within the graphical interface to deselect the nodes 

5. If you want to find another gene in the graphical display, enter the gene name (nmy-2) or 

Cosmid ID (F20G4.3) into the “Locate Gene” field in the top right corner of the NBrowse 

window and click the blue circle/white arrow adjacent to the text box. 

a.  Your gene of interest should now be selected (outlined in red) in the graphical 

interface. If you can’t see it, there are several possibilities: 

i. Your gene was not included in the selected screens. 

ii. Your gene does not have connections to any other genes in this region that are at 

or above this CSI threshold (see step 8 to lower threshold). 

iii. You are too zoomed in to see your gene (see next step). 

iv. You entered the name incorrectly (e.g. Nmy-2, nmy2, F20G43, etc.).  Double-

check and try again. 

 6.  Zoom out to view the network region from a bird’s-eye view.  

a.  Change the zoom by using the scroll wheel on your mouse OR by using the slider 

directly under the graph panel. 

i.  Note that the node labels (gene names) may obscure the overall view of network 

connections when zoomed out. At any time, you can change the size of the nodes by 

repeatedly clicking on the increase/decrease labels tools in the right-hand tool bar. 

http://gnetbrowse.org/gonad.jnlp


 7.  To navigate around the network, click, hold and drag the graphical region to the area of 

interest and zoom in/out of desired location 

8.  Locate and select your node of interest. 

a. Notice that information about the gene pops up in the “Info” panel (bottom left 

corner). 

b. You can also toggle on/off a pop-up mouse-over info box that appears when you 

scroll your mouse over a gene of interest. To activate this feature, click on the 

question-mark icon in the right-hand toolbar. 

c. Functional connections are represented as lines that connect two “gene nodes”.  

Sometimes it is difficult to see where these lines terminate; however, if you place 

your mouse over the line, the two connected genes will become temporarily 

highlighted in red (may need to zoom out to find partner). 

d.   If you click on this connecting line, the “Info” panel will list the connected pair and 

provide information about the connection (i.e. CSI of connection = 0.97). 

e. This information can also be found in table format by opening the “Edge Table” panel 

(which is initially minimized, and appears in the bottom left-hand corner of the GUI). 

f. Note that nodes can be moved (click/hold/drag), which may make it easier to identify 

connections. 

g. Multiple nodes can be selected simultaneously by holding down shift while clicking 

(or dragging) your mouse. 

9.  You can select/deselect the connections (edges) to be displayed using the “Edge Filter” 

(top left panel).  For the Functional Connection-Gonad, Functional Connection-Embryo and 

Expression Correlation data you can also adjust the threshold CSI (Functional 

Embryo/Gonad data) or PCC (for Expression Correlation) required for a connection to be 

displayed.  Setting the slider to a value will display all connections with a PCC/CSI > the 

indicated value. 

a. The default load settings for a new gene search is to have all edge filters selected 

and the CSI set to its lowest possible value (0.90). 

b. You can view any of the data sets alone, or in any combination, by simply un-

checking the boxes corresponding to the datasets you don’t want displayed in the 

“Edge Filter” panel.   

c. To change the CSI/PCC threshold for a dataset, either use the slider bar or type a 

value into the box (and hit Enter).  You should see connections appear or disappear 

to adjust to the new value.  If you raise the CSI value, you should see lower CSI 

connections disappear.  To limit the display to high-confidence interactions, we 

recommend displaying Functional Connections using a CSI threshold of 0.96 or 

higher. 



d. You can check the “Multi-edge only” box at the top of the “Edge Filter” panel to limit 

this display to show only connections supported by more than one data set.  

 

10.  A useful tool for configuring the network layout can be found on the right-hand tool bar. 

Clicking the “layout” icon [which looks like a page with 3 nodes and appears above the red 

stop sign icon] will initiate further relaxation of the graph spring layout.  

a. First select the “Edge Filter” and CSI threshold that you want to use to view 

functional connections. Then click the layout icon. 

b. Nodes will arrange themselves in the most optimal orientation to view all of the data. 

c. Note that if you add in edge filters or drop your CSI values after clicking the layout 

button, the new nodes will NOT automatically be placed into the optimal layout (you 

will have to re-click the layout button and all manual layout changes will be lost). 

d. The automated layout tool can be weighted based on the CSI value of the 

connections.  A weighted layout can be generated using the “Edge Weights” dialog 

box in the Edit menu (go to Edit->Edge Weights). Check the weighted layout box and 

alter the formula as desired. 

 11. You can expand the network by double clicking on any node.  This will expand the 

network to include the direct neighbors of the clicked-on gene as well any links between the 

added and previously displayed genes. 

a. Note: it will take a few seconds (or minutes for a very large network) to load the 

expansion and all unanchored layout changes will be lost. 

b. The Stop Sign button will cancel an expansion if it hasn’t completed loading. 

12.To save a snapshot of the current network graph, go to FileExport Image and 

designate a resolution, format and location to save the file. 

13. To save an NBrowse session go to FileSave Session file. This will take several 

minutes to save. A window will pop up when saving is completed.  


